Earth Day Bingo

This Earth Day, take action to protect our Planet and reduce your impact on the environment.

- Calculate your website carbon footprint
- Use a reusable bag for groceries or shopping
- Volunteer or donate for an eco cause
- Share SiteGround’s Sustainability report
- Recycle all paper, plastic, and glass materials
- Host Your Site on Green Hosting
- Take the stairs instead of the elevator
- Use eco-friendly home cleaning products
- Optimize Media files
- Do a website cleanup
- Turn off your computer at the end of the day
- Turn off the faucet while brushing your teeth
- Choose a Datacenter closer to your visitors
- Stop using single-use cups, straws, and plastic
- Use a CDN
- Donate clothes or items that are no longer needed
- Take public transportation, bike, or walk to work
- Go paperless for billing and other communications